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Abstract. The anticipation game framework is an extension of attack graphs
based on game theory. It is used to anticipate and analyze intruder and administrator interactions with the network. In this paper we extend this framework
with cost and reward in order to analyze and find player strategies. Additionally
this extension allows to take into account the financial aspect of network security
in the analysis. Intuitively a strategy is the best succession of actions that the administrator or the intruder can perform to achieve his objectives. Player objectives
range from patching the network efficiently to compromising the most valuable
network assets. We prove that finding the optimal strategy is decidable and only
requires a linear memory space. Finally we show that finding strategy can be done
in practice by evaluating the performance of our analyzer called NetQi.

1

Introduction

Today’s computers run a multitude of services, share trust relationships with numerous devices, and share various kinds of connectivity with other computers.
This type of heavy interaction can lead to unforeseen vulnerabilities. The anticipation game (AG) framework [8] was created to analyze theses interactions.
The AG framework is an extension of attack graphs [17] based on game theory.
More specifically it uses a network oriented variant of the timed alternating-time
temporal logic (TATL) [14]. This framework offers three key advantages over
standard attack graph. First it takes into account dependency between services
to detect collateral effects. For example if a company has all its DNS servers
under a DDOS attack, by collateral effect its web site and its email server are
unreachable because DNS name resolution fails. Secondly it models the dynamic interaction between the administrator, the intruder, and the network. For
example the administrator interacts by patching a service whereas the intruder
interacts by exploiting a vulnerability. Finally it is a timed model and therefore
allows to take into account the time required to perform an action. This allows to
capture security time issues such as the notion of windows of vulnerability[19].
In this paper we extend anticipation game with strategies. A strategy is the
play that satisfy a set of constraints, such as no service is ever compromised
during the play, and maximize/minimize players objectives such as execution

time or actions cost. Intuitively finding a strategy can be intuited as finding the
most efficient play among all the game plays that satisfy the requested set of
constraints. Using strategy as analysis goal instead of the standard attack graph
reachability property is more natural because the notion of strategy provide a
natural answer to crucial network security questions such as what is the most
efficient patching strategy given the situation or what is the most effective attack
against my current network setup.
Moreover using cost and reward allows to model the cost and the financial
impact of an intrusion which is not taken into account in standard attack graph.
For instance, combined with the notion of time, this extension allows to model
that a 0 day exploit provides a significant advantage to the intruder because it
can be used before the corresponding patch is released but for a significantly
higher cost than a public exploit.
The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of memoryless strategies for anticipation games. We prove that finding strategy is decidable and only
requires a linear memory space. We also prove that verifying the validity of a
strategy for a given play can be done in polynomial time even when play are
infinite. Finally we have implemented AG with strategy in an open-source tool
called NetQI [7] to evaluate the usability of strategies for practical use.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follow. In Sect. 2, we will survey
related work and in Sect. 3 we recall what an anticipation game is and present
how we have extended it to take into account cost and reward. We also detail
the game example that is used as a guideline for the rest of the paper. Sect. 4
details how strategies are expressed and contains the strategy decidability and
space complexity proofs. In sect. 5 we evaluate with our prototype the impact
of using strategy in term of speed and memory. We show that experiments are
consistent with the theory and that strategies can be used in practice.

2

Related Work

Attack graphs are a very active field pioneered by Schneier [36, 37] and Kuang
and al [45]. Model checking for attack graphs was introduced by Ammann and
Ritchey [34]. They are used to harden security [27]. Various methods have been
proposed for finding attack paths, i.e., sequences of exploit state transitions,
including logic-based approaches [32, 40, 17, 39], and graph-based approaches
[45, 41, 26]. Researchs have also been conducted on formal languages to describe actions and states in attack graphs [12, 42]. Some rely on grammars [43],
some have a more practical focus [11], or specialize on IDS alert correlation

[24]. Some authors propose techniques that allow attack graphs to scale to large
networks [16, 28]. Security metrics [30] have been developed, and supporting
tools such as NetSPA [3] or Sheyner’s tool [40] now exist.
The SIR model, which is similar to the compromising recovery cycle, is used
to study the propagation of epidemics in biology [10]. Biological models for
computer security were proposed recently [35]. As in computer virus propagation research [5, 44], biological models are an inspiration of anticipation games.
The antibody (administrator) fights the disease (Intruder) to maintain the body
alive (the network). Following this intuition, using games to capture this fight
interaction appears natural.
Games have become a central modeling paradigm in computer science. In
synthesis and control, it is natural to view a system and its environment as players of a game that pursue different objectives [9, 31]. In our model, the intruder
attempts at causing the greatest impact on the network whereas the administrator tries to reduce it. Such a game proceeds for an infinite sequence of rounds.
At each round, the players choose actions to play, e.g., patching a service, and
the chosen actions determine the successor state. For our anticipation games
we need, as in any real-time system, to use games where time elapses between
actions [22]. This is the basis of the work on timed automata, timed games,
and timed alternating-time temporal logic (TATL) [15], a timed extension to
alternating-time Kripke structures and temporal logic (ATL) [2]. The TATL
framework was specifically introduced in [14].
Timed games differ from their untimed counterpart in two essential ways.
First, players have to be prevented from winning by stopping time. More important to us is that players can take each other by surprise: imagine that the
administrator attempts to patch a vulnerable service, and this will take 5 minutes, it may happen that intruder is in fact currently conducting an attack, which
will succeed in 5 seconds, nullifying administrator action. Second (this is allegedly more technical), a player cannot win by preventing time from diverging,
i.e., from eventually tending to infinity [38]. Average reward games considered
in TATL framework are considered in [1], but with the time move duration restricted to either 0 or 1. ATL was also extended to simply timed concurrent
game structure [18]. Game strategies have been used to predict players actions
in numerous domains ranging from economy to war [4, 33].
The notion of cost for attack appears in [13]. The use of games for network
security was introduced by Lye and Wing [20]. The anticipation game frame-

work was presented by Bursztein and Goubault-Larrecq [8]. Finally Mahimkar
and Shmatikov used the game theory to model denial of service in [21].

3

Anticipation Games with Cost and Rewards

This section briefly recalls what an anticipation game is and details the extension
made to introduce strategy in the model. Intuitively an Anticipation Game (AG)
can be represented as a graph. Each node of the graph describes the network
state at a given moment e.g each state describes which services are compromised at this moment. The edges represent the set of actions that both players,
the administrator and the intruder, can perform to alter the network state. For
example the action of removing a service from the vulnerable set by patching it.
3.1

Network State

The network state is represented by a graph called Dependency graph (DG) and
a finite set of states. DG are meant to remain fixed over time and describe the
relation between services and files. Figure 1 presents the DG used as example
in this paper. DG vertices are services and files present on the network and the
set of directed edges is used to express the set of dependency between them. In
the example, the direct edge that links the vertex Email server (5) to the vertex
User database (6) is used to denote that the email server depends on the user
database to identify its clients.

States
ρ(Vuln)
ρ(Public)
ρ(Compr)
ρ(NeedPub)

1
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

2
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

3
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

4
"
"
⊥
"

5
"
"
⊥
"

6
⊥
⊥
⊥
⊥

Fig. 1. A dependency graph and its associated sets of states mapping

The set of states is used to model information that does evolve over time.
Intuitively this set describes which services and files are currently public, vulnerable, compromised, and so on. More formally, let A be a finite set of socalled atomic propositions A1 , . . . , An , . . . , denoting each base property. Thus

each atomic proposition is true or false for each DG vertex. The complete initial
mapping used in the example is detailed in figure 1. This mapping indicates that
the email server and the web server need to be public, are vulnerable, and are
public because (ρ(NeedPub)), ρ(Vuln), and (ρ(Vuln)) return true (!) for both of
them. It also indicates that no vertex is compromised as ρ(Compr) returns false
(⊥) for every vertex. Finally the set ρ(NeedPub) is used by the Unfirewall
rules to know which vertex should be made public.
3.2

Players Actions

To describe which actions are legal for each player a set of timed rules is as∆,p,a,c

sociated to the AG. Each rule is of the form Pre F −→ P where F is the
precondition, stating when the rule applies, ∆ is the amount of time needed to
fire the rule, p is the name of the player that originates the rule, a is an action
name, c is the rule cost, and P is a command, stating the effects of the rule. It
is required for the precondition F to hold not just when the rule is selected, but
during the whole time it takes the rule to actually complete (∆ time units). For
example consider the following rule :
Pre V uln ∧ P ublic

30,I,Compromise,500

−→

Compr

It says that the intruder can compromise a vertex if it is vulnerable (Vuln)
and public (Public) in 30 units of time. Compromise means here that the
targeted vertex will be added to the state Compr. If the intruder chooses to
apply it to the Email server then it is required that the preconditions are fulfilled
when he chooses to apply the rule but also after the 30 units of time required to
execute it because the network state might have changed due to administrator
action. For example the administrator can firewall the targeted vertex. In this
case, the vertex is not public anymore, the intruder is taken by surprise, and the
compromise rule fails. An AG play is a path (a sequence of action and states)
ρ : s0 r0 s1 r1 ... where ∀j : sj →rj sj+1 , sj and s( j + 1) are network states, and
rj is the rule used to make the transition.
3.3

Extending Anticipation Game for Strategy

To have strategies AG needs to be extended to have action cost and reward.
Action cost is added to rules and action reward is added by giving a reward value
to each DG vertex. Rewards are bound to DG vertices because some services
and files are more valuable than others. In our example (figure 1), it is obvious
that the user database is more important than any client. Formally we have
a function Value(x) → y/y ∈ N that returns the value y associated to the DG

vertex x. Costs are naturally added to rules because a rule execution is equivalent
to a player action on the network. To take into account that not all the rules grant
a reward we use two types of rules: regular rules that have an execution cost and
granting rules that have an execution cost and grant a reward. For example if
the administrator objective is to secure her network, then firewalling a service
(removing it from the Public set) will prevent it from being compromised
but it is a temporary measure, and therefore should not grant a reward. At the
opposite, patching the service (removing it from the Vuln set) is a permanent
measure and grants a reward.
3.4

Player Rules

The set of rules used for the example focuses on intrusion and is meant to be
very general. It is just an example to give the flavor of what is possible. It follows that the cost and time associated with each rules are meant to be in order
of magnitude of what is commonly accepted but not necessarily accurate. The
seven rules used in the example are:
1
2
3
4
5

Pre V uln ∧ P ublic ∧ ¬Compr
Pre V uln ∧ P ublic ∧ ¬Compr
Pre ¬Compr ∧ ♦Compr
Pre Compr ∧ ♦¬Compr

Pre P ublic ∧ V uln

6 Pre P ublic ∧ ¬V uln ∧ N eedP ub
7

Pre V uln ∧ ¬Compr

(2,I,Compromise 0day,20000)

=⇒

(7,I,Compromise public,5000)

=⇒

(4,I,Compromise backward,5000)

=⇒

(4,I,Compromise f orward,5000)

=⇒

(1,A,F irewall,10000)

−→

(1,A,U nF irewall,0)

−→

(3,A,P atch,500)

=⇒

Compr
Compr
Compr
♦Compr
¬P ublic

P ublic

¬V uln ∧ ¬Compr

We take the convention that a granting rule uses the =⇒ double arrow
and that a regular rule uses the −→ single arrow. Rules Compromise
0day(1) and Compromise Public(2) say that if a vertex is vulnerable (Vuln),
public (Public) and not compromised (Compr) then it can be compromised.
The difference between the two is the time required to compromise the service
(2 or 7 units) and the cost required (20000 or 5000). The use of these two rules
allows to express that using a 0 day exploit over a public exploit provides an
advantage in terms of time and a disadvantage in terms of cost. Accordingly the
administrator patch rule (7) is slower than the compromise 0day rule and
faster than the compromise public one. Theses three rules model the windows of vulnerability [19]. The rule Compromise backward says that the
intruder can take advantage of a dependency relation to compromise a vertex
that depends on a compromised one. The CTL modal operator [6] ♦ allows to

speak about successor. Accordingly ♦Compr means ”it exist a successor that
is compromised”. This rule models attacks that exploit trust relationship. For
example when a DNS server is compromised the intruder can use it to redirect
clients to spoofed sites. Similarly the rule Compromise forward (4) says
that the intruder can take advantage of a dependency relation to compromise the
successor of a compromised vertex. In our DG example (figure 1) if the intruder
is able to compromise the intranet server, he can look in its configuration files to
steal database credential. The rule Firewall (5) says that if a service is vulnerable (Vuln) and Public (Public) it can be firewalled. The cost of the rule
is very high (10000) compared to the patch rule cost (500) because firewalling
a public service will indeed prevent the intruder to access it but also forbids legitimate access. Thus this action induces an activity disturbance and a possible
financial loss. Notice the −→ arrow of this rule that denotes that no reward is
granted. Finally the rule Unfirewall (6) is used to make public services that
are not vulnerable and need to be public (NeedPub).
3.5

Play example

The play used as example (figure 2) is an intruder strategy to compromise the
network. Every strategy presented in this paper is the output result of NetQi using the DG, the initial mapping set, and the set of rules presented above along
with various strategy objectives. Even if this example seems simple, it still can’t
be done by hand because this game configuration leads to 4011 distinct plays.
The example is read as follow: At time 0 the intruder chooses to use an 0
day exploit against the Web server (Target 4). At the same time the administrator
start firewalling the Web server. Because firewalling is faster than exploiting the
0 Day vulnerability, the administrator is able to firewall the web server before
the 0day exploitation is successful (time 1). The administrator starts to patch
the web server. At time 2 the intruder is taken by surprise by the administrator because the web server is firewalled before his exploitation is successful,
hence the rule execution fails. He chooses to try another 0day exploit against
the email server (target 5, time 2). At time 4 the administrator has finished to
patch the web server and decides to unfirewall it since it is no longer vulnerable. Meanwhile the intruder compromises the email server and decides to use
his newly gained access to compromise the user database (target 6). At time 5
the administrator decides to patch the email server (target 4). At time 8 the intruder has compromised the user database (target 6). At the same moment the
administrator has finished to patch the email server (node 5). Therefore at time
12 the intruder fails to compromise the client 2 from the email server (Succ 4)
because the email server is no longer vulnerable and compromised. However

Time
0
0
1
1
2
2
4
4
4
4
5
5
8
8
8
12
12
16
16
20
20
24
24
28
28
32

Player
Intruder
Admin
Admin
Admin
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Admin
Admin
Admin
Admin
Intruder
Intruder
Admin
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder
Intruder

Action
choose
choose
execute
choose
fail
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
fail
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute

Rule
Target Succ
Compromise 0 Day
4
⊥
Firewall
4
⊥
Firewall
4
⊥
Patch
4
⊥
Compromise 0 Day
4
⊥
Compromise 0 Day
5
⊥
Compromise 0 Day
5
⊥
Compromise Forward
5
6
Patch
4
⊥
UnFirewall
4
⊥
UnFirewall
4
⊥
Patch
5
⊥
Compromise Forward
5
6
Compromise Backward 2
5
Patch
5
⊥
Compromise Backward 2
5
Compromise Backward 4
6
Compromise Backward 4
6
Compromise Backward 1
4
Compromise Backward 1
4
Compromise Backward 2
4
Compromise Backward 2
4
Compromise Forward
2
5
Compromise Forward
2
5
Compromise Backward 3
5
Compromise Backward 3
5

Payoff
0
0
31
21
21
1382
52
1382
1403
1404
1405
1436
1437

Cost
10000
20000
40000
10500
10500
45000
11000
50000
55000
60000
65000
70000
75000

Fig. 2. Play example Intruder maximum payoff

the intruder still has access to the database user server (node 6) and he uses this
access to compromise the web server (time 16). From there he compromises the
client 1 (time 20) and the client 2 (time 28). He uses his access on client 2 to
compromise again the web server (node 5, time 28) and finally owns the network
by compromising the client 3. As one can see the interaction between players
leads to very complex plays even for this simple example. This play emphases
that analyzing administrator and intruder interaction on the network cannot be
achieved by hand.
3.6

Vertex Value Computation

Vertices values are used to express which services/files are the most important
for a given network. Theses values can be assigned by hand or can be inferred by
an algorithm. While very interesting, studying the effectiveness of the various

approaches that can be used to compute theses values is out of the scope of this
paper. We currently use an algorithm inspired by the Google PageRank [29] one.
Each vertex value is the sum of its predecessor values weighted by dependency
values. Dependency value is based on its frequency because we claim that the
more a dependency is solicited the more it is important for the network. While
arguable our algorithm provides interesting results. It is of course possible to
use other means to compute vertex and dependency values but this is out of the
scope of this paper. A sketch of this vertexValue algorithm is :
1)vertexValue(vertex) {
2) value = 1
3) foreach pred do
4) value += vertexValue(pred) x dependencyValue(node, pred)
5) end foreach
6) return value
7)}

At line 2 the value of the node is set to 1. This is the base value for every vertex of the graph. This ensures that even a client (a vertex without predecessor) has a non-zero value. The algorithm is called recursively at line 4
in order to compute each predecessor value (Note that in case of circular dependencies the vertex own value needs to be excluded and we use a arbitrary
order). Each predecessor value is weighted by the dependency value. The function dependencyValue() is used to compute the dependency value using
the following formula:
dependencyV alue = (occur/totalOccur) × 100
where occur is the number of occurrences observed for a given dependency
and totalOccur is the total number of occurrences observed for all the dependencies. Applied to our DG example (figure 1) with dependency frequency
set by hand it gives the values detailed in figure 3.
Dependency
Client 1 → Web server
Client 2 → Web server
Client 2 → Email server
Client 3 → Email server
Web server → database server
Email server → database server

Value
10
10
15
15
20
30

Vertex
Client 1
Client 2
Client 3
Web server
Email server
Database server

Value
1
1
1
21
31
1351

Fig. 3. On the left dependency frequency values and on the right computed vertices values

4

Strategy

Intuitively a strategy is a succession of actions that a player can do to achieve his
objective. For example the incident player may want a strategy to compromise
network services. In this case the best strategy is the one that maximizes the
number of services compromised. Similarly the administrator may want to have
a strategy for patching her network that minimizes the patch cost and the time
required and such that every vulnerable services are patched. The best strategy
for a given set of objectives is found by looking at every plays generated by the
game and keeping the one that maximizes/minimizes the most player objectives
while satisfying his constraints. Constraints for instance can be that every hosts
on the networks are not vulnerable at the end of the play. Formally a strategy is
defined as:
Definition 1 (Strategy). A strategy is the tuple S : (name, P, O, R, C) where
name is the strategy name, P its owner, O is the strategy objectives set, R is the
objectives priority strict order and, C is the set of constraints.

In this paper, we consider memoryless strategies where rules are executed
as fast as possible. This reflects that both players want to be the fastest possible
and have no prior knowledge of how their opponent will react. This is the typical case when a new attack or intruder is faced. An other direction would have
be to focus on iterated game where previous attempts are taken into account but
since AG primarily aim at analyzing new situation and foreseeing the impact of
network evolution, we choose to focus on memoryless strategy.
Iterated game can be used to describe the behavior of an attacker that use multiple attempts to refine is attack strategy against a network. Using such approach
does not introduce a significant difficulty because an iterated strategy is an iterated memoryless strategy where some plays are removed at each iteration.
Therefore by proving that finding a memoryless strategy is decidable, we also
prove that finding an iterative strategy is decidable.
4.1

Objectives

Strategy objectives O are assigned on play outcomes φ:

Definition 2 (Play outcomes). is the unordered set of natural numbers
φ : {payoff, cost, opayoff, ocost, time} where payoff is the player payoff , cost is the player cost , opayoff is the player opponent payoff, ocost
is the opponent cost, and time is the play duration.
The players P payoff for the play ρ is the sum of all the rewards granted by
the successful execution of his granting rules. Rule reward is the value of the DG

vertex targeted by the rule execution. The players P cost for ρ is the sum of all
executed rule costs whether they are successful or not, because regardless of its
success the player has invest the same amount of resource in it. It is convenient
to describe strategy objectives by the concise language:
O ::= O
Objective ∈ φ
| O∧O
| M AX(O) maximize the value of objective O
| M IN (O) minimize the value of objective O
| O<x
x∈N
| O>x
x∈N
In this language, the patching strategy objective that seeks to minimize the
time and the cost is written
M IN (cost) ∧ M IN (T ime).
Accordingly the order for the objective priority can be either
R : cost > time or R : time > cost.
4.2

Constraints

Strategy constraints are used to consider only plays that are relevant to a strategy. In the patch strategy example, relevant plays are those in which every vulnerable service is patched. An additional constraint can be that no services are
compromised. This constraint has two possible interpretations that lead to two
very different results: first it can mean that at the end of the play no service is
compromised but that at some point a service could have been compromised
and restored. Secondly it can mean that no service is ever compromised during
the play. See 4 for a strategy in which at the end of the play no service is compromised and figure 4.3 for a strategy in which no service is ever compromised.
To express the second type of constraint the CTL [6] operator " is needed.
This operator is used to express that a constraint needs to be true for every state
of the play. Thus the strategy set of constraints is expressed in the following
fragment of CTL:
ϕ ::= A
Atomic proposition
| ¬ϕ
| ϕ∧ϕ
| ∀A
| ∃A
| "ϕ
| †
Boolean

Time
0
0
2
2
3
3
4
4
6
8

Player
Intruder
Admin
Intruder
Intruder
Admin
Admin
Intruder
Intruder
Admin
Intruder

Action
choose
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
choose
execute
fail

Rule
Target Succ Payoff Cost
Compromise 0 Day
4
⊥
Patch
4
⊥
Compromise 0 Day
4
⊥
21 20000
Compromise 0 Day
5
⊥
Patch
4
⊥
21
500
Patch
5
⊥
Compromise 0 Day
5
⊥
52 40000
Compromise Forward 5
6
Patch
5
⊥
52 1000
Compromise Forward 5
6
52 45000

Fig. 4. A strategy where no service is compromised at the end of the play

the Boolean value † is true only on the last state of the play. This is a standard
way to express a property that needs to be verified only at the end of play. In
this fragment the patching strategy set of constraints that ensures that no vertex
is ever compromised (belongs to the set Compr)) and that every vertex is not
vulnerable at the end of the play is written:
"¬Compr ∧ († ∧¬ V uln)
4.3

Dominant Strategy

The natural question that arises is what class of strategies should be considered
for network security. A naive idea would be to consider the class of strategies
that minimizes/maximizes player cost/reward only and ensures by a set of constraints that the player goals are fulfilled. For example a patching strategy that
minimizes the cost and ensures that no vertex is ever compromised and that
every vertex is not vulnerable at the end of the play:
S : (patch, Admin, M IN (Cost), Cost, "¬Compr ∧ († ∧¬ V uln))
However this idea leads to find an incorrect strategy because the cost is
minimal when the opponent makes ”mistakes”:
Time Player Action
Rule
Target Succ Payoff Cost
0 Intruder choose Compromise Public 4
⊥
0 Admin choose
Patch
5
⊥
3 Admin execute
Patch
5
⊥
31 500
3 Admin choose
Patch
4
⊥
6 Admin execute
Patch
4
⊥
52 1000
7 Intruder fail Compromise Public 4
⊥
0 5000

It is obvious that the intruder could have been more effective. For example,
he could have used an 0 day exploit at the beginning. Thus a more interesting class of strategies to consider for network security is the one that minimize/maximize the cost/reward and is successful whatever the opponent does.
It can be intuited as the best option against the worst case. Thus in our patching strategy example the administrator wants to have the less costly patching
strategy that is effective even against the worst attack. This class of strategies is founded by adding an objectives that maximize/minimize the opponent
cost/reward. They are called strictly dominant strategies [33]. In our example
such a strategy exists for the administrator (see below). This is not always the
case for a given player, for instance if the administrator can’t firewall her public
services then the intruder has a dominant strategy that uses 0 day exploit (Appendix B) and the administrator has a weakly dominant strategy that is able to
dominate every none 0 day strategy.
Time Player Action
Rule
Target Succ Payoff Cost
0 Intruder choose Compromise 0 Day 4
⊥
0 Admin choose
Firewall
4
⊥
1 Admin execute
Firewall
4
⊥
0 10000
1 Admin choose
Firewall
5
⊥
2 Intruder fail Compromise 0 Day 4
⊥
0 20000
2 Intruder choose Compromise 0 Day 5
⊥
2 Intruder choose Compromise 0 Day 5
⊥
2 Admin execute
Firewall
5
⊥
0 20000
2 Intruder choose Compromise 0 Day 5
⊥
2 Admin choose
Patch
4
⊥
4 Intruder fail Compromise 0 Day 5
⊥
0 40000
5 Admin execute
Patch
4
⊥
21 20500
5 Admin choose
UnFirewall
4
⊥
6 Admin execute
UnFirewall
4
⊥
21 20500
6 Admin choose
Patch
5
⊥
9 Admin execute
Patch
5
⊥
52 21000
9 Admin choose
UnFirewall
5
⊥
10 Admin execute
UnFirewall
5
⊥
52 21000
4.4

Time Complexity

We now study the decidability of finding a strategy in AG. The key issue is that
plays can be infinite. However they are ultimately periodic paths and therefore
even when a game has an infinite play it is possible to decide which play is

suitable for a given strategy. To decide if a play is suitable for a given strategy
two things must be known: the play outcome and if the play satisfies strategy
constraints. For strategy outcome we have the following result:
Lemma 1. An infinite play outcome can be computed by examining a short
finite prefix.
Proof. The number of distinct states for any play is finite because the number
of rules and DG vertices are finite. Therefore an infinite play has a finite number of distinct states. Therefore if it is an infinite play, it has a loop. Payoff and
cost functions are monotonic, therefore outcome values can only increase. Consequently there are two possible cases for a given outcome value. One: if the
value is incremented during the first loop iteration, it will be incremented at every loop iteration and therefore the value diverges. Two: the value remains the
same after the first loop iteration. In this case the value will remain the same
regardless the number of iterations. Therefore it is possible to compute the outcome of an infinite play in a short finite prefix.
For constraint satisfiability we have the following result:
Lemma 2. For an infinite play the decidability of the strategy constraint satisfaction can be reduced to verifying the constraint on a short finite prefix.
Proof. As explained in proof 4.4, infinite plays have a loop. Therefore at the
end of the first iteration all the distinct states of the play have been enumerated.
Hence if the strategy constraint holds at the end of the first iteration, it holds for
any number of iterations. Therefore it is possible to compute the validity of an
infinite play in a short finite prefix.
This lead us to the central theorem for decidability:
Theorem 1. Strategies are decidable for any play by looking at a finite number
of states.
Proof. It is trivial for finite play and for infinite play it is true because both
strategy constraint satisfiability and strategy outcome can be verified on a short
prefix by theorem 1 and theorem 2.
Moreover we can prove that deciding if a play satisfies a strategy can be
done in polynomial:
Theorem 2. Deciding if a play satisfies a strategy constraint can be solved in
polynomial time O(s × |ϕ|) where s is the number of states and ϕ the constraint
to verify.

Proof. By theorem 2 we know that the number of states that need to be verified
is finite. Moreover since play constraint are expressed in CTL, the theorem 3.1
of [23] holds. This theorem states that path model checking for CTL can be done
in PTIME if the number of states is finite.
Ultimately we have the general decidability theorem:
Theorem 3 (Decidability). Finding a finite number of strategies in an anticipation game is decidable.
Proof. The number of dependency graph vertices, sets and rules are finite. Therefore the number of distinct states is finite. Hence the number of plays is finite.
By theorem 1, every play is decidable by examining a finite number of states.
Therefore the number of states to examine to find a strategy is finite. Additionally by hypothesis the number of strategies is finite hence each state needs to be
inspected a finite number of times. Therefore finding a finite number of strategies in AG is decidable.
4.5

Memory Space complexity

A key property of the model for implementation is that the memory required to
find a strategy for a given game is linear:
Theorem 4. Memory space complexity worst case can is: W C = Set × V ×
R × (S + 1) Where Set is the finite memory space required to hold sets mapping
values, V is the number of vertices of the dependency graph, R is the number of
rules and S is the number of strategies.
Proof. The longest possible finite play is the one where every rule is executed
against every dependency graph vertex twice because a rule execution can either
fail or be successfully against a given vertex. By theorem 1 even for infinite
plays it is sufficient to store this number of states because adding another state
is equivalent to adding the first state of the second loop iteration which is not
needed. Therefore the worst memory case occurs when every strategy play and
the current play are equal to the longest play.

5

Evaluation

The evaluations were conducted on a 2.93 Ghz Intel core 2 Linux by running
each analysis 3 times and using the mean. Two type of evaluation were performed: memory usage and speed impact. To have a more measurable example,

Fig. 5. Strategies impact on analyzer Speed and Memory

we added 3 more clients to the AG presented in this paper. Analyzing this AG
with no strategy require 6.8 seconds.
First we measured the performance impact of strategies on NetQi speed.
To do so we have run the analyzer with an increasing number of strategy requests. Execution time is the real time reported by the standard time command.
We have requested a number of strategies that range between 0 and 100. Every
strategy requested had " constraint to be in the worst case possible: Strategy
are evaluated on every states of the play. Experimentation results are reported
in diagram 5. It is visible that the time requested to analyze the game grows linearly in the number of strategies. This is consistent with the theorem 2 because
strategy validity is only evaluated on plays that give a better outcome. This also
shows that the impact of finding a reasonable number of strategy is negligible.
Secondly we use the memory profiler massif from the valgrind tool suite
[25] to verify that the memory needed by the analyzer grows linearly in the number of strategies as proved in theorem 4. We run test with a growing number of
strategies ranging from 1 to 30. For each test we take the memory peak reported
in massif diagram. Results displayed in 5 show that as expected the memory
needed is linear in the number of strategies.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we have introduced memoryless strategies for anticipation game.
We have detailed how they allow to take into account the financial aspect of the
network security. We have proved that they are decidable and that they required
only a linear space. We have also proved that verifying the validity of a strategy against a given play can be done in polynomial time. We have provided an
algorithm to compute automatically network node values and finally we have
verified the usability of strategies for practical use by fully implementing AG

with strategy in a prototype written in C. Future work involves extending strategies with non-determinism to model attacker with various levels of knowledge
and skill.
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Fig. 6. Administrator weakly dominant strategy
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Intruder Dominant Strategy
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Fig. 7. Incident dominant strategy when the firewall rule is unavailable

C

Analyzer Memory Consumption

The memory required by the analyzer is almost constant during the execution
as shown in the diagram 8. This is partially explained by the fact that optimal
strategies tends to be found during in the first plays because they are those who
use the fastest rules possible.

Fig. 8. Analyzer memory consumption for the execution with 30 strategies reported by Massif
the Valgrind tool

